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EOI: Summary of submissions eligible for ITT2

Of the 21 providers that went through to ITT Part 1, seven provider withdrew their submission during the assessment window, and the remaining 14 have been deemed eligible to tender for ITT Part 2.

Timelines for the Northern Tender has been revised due to the impact of COVID 19 with the new submission date for ITT Part 2 being 29th January 2021.

**EOIs eligible for ITT2:** 14

**GW asset volume:** 11

**Technology types:** 7

**Combined approaches:** 2

**Number of submissions deemed to be 'non-traditional for Black Start':** Non-traditional for Black Start

**Number of uses of each technology across the competitive procurement event:**

- **OCGT**
- **CCGT**
- **Storage**
- **Wind**
- **Interconnector**
- **bmass**
- **Hydro/pumped storage**
- **Traditional**

26
EOI: Summary of submissions eligible for ITT1

Of 22 submissions, one provider withdrew their submission during the assessment window, and the remaining 21 have been deemed eligible to tender.

Of the 21 eligible submissions, 7 have already completed F2 studies, 1 has already completed a F1 study, and 13 will commence the process by delivering F1 studies.

- 21 EOIs eligible for ITT1
- 12 GW asset volume
- 11 Technology types
- 4 Combined approaches

Number of submissions deemed to be 'non-traditional for Black Start'

Number of uses of each technology across the competitive procurement event

- CCGT
- OCGT
- Combined approaches
- Stability
- Storage
- Wind
- Embedded gas recip
- Interconnector
- Aggregated gas recip
- Biomass
- Hydro/pumped storage
- CHP
In summer 2019, ESO requested Expressions of Interest (EOIs) relating to a competitive procurement event an area covering the Scotland, North East, and North West Black Start zones. This request closed on Oct 15th, with 22 submissions received.

- 22 EOIs submitted to ESO
- 12 GW asset volume
- 11 Technology types
- 4 Combined approaches

**Number of submissions deemed to be 'non-traditional for Black Start'**

**Number of uses of each technology across the competitive procurement event**

- CCGT
- OCGT
- Stability
- Chp
- Hydro/pumped storage
- Wind
- Storage
- Embedded gas turbine
- Interconnect or
- Aggregated gas recip
- Biomass